
So What?
Meyco Is The Original Custom fit that goes beyond the basics

Meyco’s history of innovation has yielded great advancements in the 
evolution of the safety pool cover.  From the invention of the world’s 

first Pop-up Anchor to the exclusive Bridging Application used to 
create covers of any size, Meyco leads the way.

Vanishing Edge or 
Multi-Level Decks

Meyco’s Vanishing Edge cover fits snugly over an infinity edge to attach securely 
into the hardscape without messy ropes, waterbags or unsightly plastic flaps. With 
the added benefit of padded chafing, your cover is protected from wear, extending 
performance and increasing durability.

Raised walls, waterfalls, secret grottos and more deserve the same protection as the 
rest of your swimming pool. Meyco’s custom covers are designed to fit snug around 
vertical poolscape features with special anchors and pivoting O-rings/snap hooks 
that allow the cover to attach securely around rock walls, slides and water features.

Meyco’s custom SuperFlap design allows easy use of a connected or raised spa 
during the cooler months. Integrated directly into the main pool cover, the Super-
flap spa cover provides a one-piece install for the entire poolscape.

Rocks Or 
Raised Walls

Raised Spa Options

1-800-446-3926
meycocovers.com

Melville, NY | Moore, SC
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Everyone Trust the Original
Vanishing Edge Or Multi-Level Decks

Rocks Or Raised Walls

Raised Spa Options

“This is the best
fitting cover I have
ever installed.”

- Industry Vet and New Meyco
Dealer from MA

“I had no idea how 
great a Meyco could 
be. It was the best
quality cover I ever 
installed.”

- Industry Vet, On His First Meyco Cover, TN

“A Meyco cover 
fits better and gives 
us a cleaner pool.”

- Pool Owner, Long Island, NY

Simply put:
 Standards are set higher by industry pioneers,   
 That’s why we trust them. So trust Meyco with  
 your next high-end cover.

1-800-446-3926
meycocovers.com

Melville, NY | Moore, SC

Industry Standard

Industry Standard

Industry Standard Meyco’s Standard

Meyco’s Standard

Meyco’s Standard


